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Abstract 
Various types of po-groups with a quasi-divisor theory (including po-groups with an indepen- 
dent theory of quasi-divisors and po-groups with a theory of quasi-divisors of fmite character) 
are characterized by various f-valuations. Relationships between po-groups and integral domains 
(including relationships between po-groups with independent theory of quasi-divisors and inde- 
pendent rings of Krull type and relationships between well behaved integral domains and their 
corresponding groups of divisibility) are investigated. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 13F05, 06F15 
1. Introduction 
Aubert [2] introduced the notion of a theory of quasi-divisors for directed partially 
ordered groups (po-groups) as a natural generalization of the theory of divisors which 
was introduced by Slcula [21]. It is well known that there exists an internal characteri- 
zation of po-groups which admit a theory of divisors, namely, positive cones of these 
groups are Krull monoi& (see [5]). An internal characterization of po-groups with a 
theory of quasi-divisors is also available: These groups are t-Priifer groups (i.e., every 
finitely generated t-ideal is t-invertible), as was proved by Jaffard [14]. A very impor- 
tant role in the characterization of po-groups with a theory of divisors is valuations of 
these groups, i.e., order homomorphisms of these groups onto totally ordered groups 
po-groups. Using these valuations, it is possible to characterize a group with a theory 
of divisors as a po-group G with a family W of valuations of G onto o-groups of 
integers Z such that for each g E G, w(g) = 0 for almost all w E W (see [5]). In 
[8] it was proved that an analogous characterization is also valid for po-groups with 
a quasi-divisors theory of finite character. 
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In this paper we would like to characterize various types of po-groups with a quasi- 
divisor theory by various t-valuations. One of the principal results of this paper is the 
relationship between po-groups with an independent theory of quasi-divisors which 
were introduced in [8] and independent rings of Km11 type which were introduced by 
Griffin [lo]. Moreover, we show that the notion of a well-behaved domain introduced 
by Zafrullah [23] is of purely multiplicative character. 
All results in this paper concern po-groups. But all these results can be simply modi- 
fied for commutative and cancellative reduced monoids, since if S is such a monoid 
and Q(S) is the total quotient group of S, then Q(S) is a po-group ordered by the 
division relation with respect to S, i.e., 
a,bcQ(S),a<bti((3sES) b=as. 
Then Q(S)+ = S and all results for a po-group Q(S) may in a natural way be modified 
for S. For more relationships between po-groups and semigroups, also see [8]. 
The notion of a po-group with a theory of quasi-divisors was explicitly introduced for 
the first time by Aubert. P. Jaffard [ 141 proved several characterizations of these groups 
without mentioning the relationship between these groups and groups with a theory of 
divisors. Recall that a directed po-group (G, ., 5) has a theory of quasi-divisors if there 
exists a lattice ordered group (I-group) (r, ., A, V) and a map h : G -+ F such that 
(1) h is an order isomorphism from G into r, 
(2) (VaEQ3gi,...,g.EG) N=h(gl)A...Ah(g,). 
If r is a free abelian group Z(‘) with componentwise ordering, then h is called a 
theory of divisors. 
t-ideals are an important tool for investigating groups with a theory of quasi-divisors. 
Recall that a t-ideal generated by a finite set X in a directed po-group G is the set 
Xl = {g E G : if s E G is a lower bound of X, then g 2 s}. If X is a lower bounded 
subset of G, then X, = U{K,: K is a finite subset in X}. We may define on the set of 
t-ideals A(G) a t-multiplication X, xt Y, = (X,Y,), = (XY),. If h : G + r is a theory 
of quasi-divisors, then r is o-isomorphic to the Lorenzen t-group of G, i.e., the group 
of all finitely generated t-ideals of G under t-multiplication. Further, we say that a 
group homomorphism f : GI + GZ is a t-homomorphism if f(X) c(f(X))t for any 
lower bounded subset X & Gi. A t-homomorphism is then called a t-valuation if Gz 
is a totally ordered group, i.e., an o-group. For more details about t-systems, see e.g. 
]2, 141. 
2. Theory of quasi-divisors of finite character 
In the valuation theory of commutative fields, the notion of an essential valuation 
is well known. Recall that a valuation w of a field K with valuation ring R, and 
value group G, is essential on an integral domain A with quotient field K if R, = 
Apcw), where P(w) = {u E A: w(a) > 0). The notion of an essential valuation was also 
introduced for valuations of a monoid S (a monoid here will always be commutative, 
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cancellative, and reduced) as a homomorphism w : Q(S) + G, such that w(S) C Gz 
and for any z E Q(S) such that w(z) 2 1 there exists x E S such that w(x) = 1 and 
zx E S (see [8]). To unify both these definitions we say that an essential t-valuation 
of a directed po-group G is a t-homomorphism w of G onto an o-group G, such 
that ker w is a directed subgroup of G,, i.e., ker w is an o-ideal of G, and w is an 
o-epimorphism. 
In [8, Theorem 3.51, we proved that for any po-group G with a theory of quasi- 
divisors h : G -+ r there exists a defining family of essential t-valuations. Recall that 
a family W of t-valuations is called a de&zing family for G, if 
(Vg E G) g L 1 * (VW E W) w(g) > 1. 
We say that W is of finite character, if 
(Vg E G)(V’w E W) w(g) = 1, 
where V means “for all but a finite number”. Then a theory of quasi-divisors of G is 
said to be of finite character, if there exists a defining family of t-valuations of finite 
character for G. In [8, Theorem 3.81, we presented some characterizations of such 
po-groups and in [8, Theorem 5.51, we proved that an integral domain R is a ring of 
Krull type if and only if its group of divisibility G(R) has a theory of quasi-divisors 
of finite character. Recall that an integral domain R is a ring of Krull type if it is 
defined by a family of essential valuations of finite character. Moreover, the group 
of divisibility of an integral domain R is the multiplicative group G(R) = KX fU(R), 
where K x = K \ (0) is the multiplicative group of the quotient field K of R and U(R) 
is the group of units of R. 
Griffin [ 1 l] proved another characterization of rings of Krull type by using the so 
called Conrad’s (F)-conditions. We prove an analogous characterization for po-groups 
with a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character. 
First recall that a lattice ordered group (i.e., an Z-group) r satisfies Conrad’s (F)- 
conditions if each positive element of r is greater than only a finite number of pairwise 
disjoint elements. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a directed po-group. Then the following statements are equi- 
valent: 
(1) There exists a theory of quasi-divisors h : G + r of G such that P satis$es 
Conrad’s (F)-conditions. 
(2) G is a t-Prtifer po-group in which no element belongs to an infinite number of 
maximal t-ideals. 
(3) G is dejked by a family of essential t-valuations of finite character, 
(4) G admits a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character. 
Proof. (1) =+- (2): Let h : G + r be a theory of quasi-divisors such that r satisfies 
Conrad’s (F)-conditions. It follows that G is a t-Prtifer po-group (see [ 14, 21). Let 
g E G. Then any set A C P of pairwise disjoint elements of r such that h(g) 2 CI for 
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all IX E A is finite. Let {a’, . , a,} be a maximal subset with this property. Since h is 
a theory of quasi-divisors, for each i, 1 2 i < n, there exists a finite subset A’ S G such 
that tli = inf h(A’). Hence, h(g) E (h(A’)), for each i, and it follows that also g E Af. 
Let Pi be a maximal t-ideal of G such that A’ &Pi. The existence of Pi follows from 
[14, Ch. I, par. 4, Theorem 91. Then g E Pi for any i, and there is no other maximal 
t-ideal containing g. In fact, let P & G be a maximal t-ideal such that g E P and 
P # Pi for each i. Then for each i there exist bi E P \ Pi and ai E Pi \ P. We then 
have Af $ P for all i. In fact, if for some i, Af 2 P, then ai 61 Af and bi $ Af, and we 
have 
(Af,ai)t $ (Af,bi)t and (Ai,bih $ (&ai)t. 
Let p’ = inf h((Aj,ai),), fi2 = inf /‘((AI, bi),). Then h(g) 2 Ei = inf h(A’;) 2 /3l,/j2 and 
P’ Lf PZ and BZ L PI. Set Pi = P’(P’A/W’ and pi = /3@’ r\p,)-‘. Then 8: A/?; = 1 
and h(g) 2 pi 2 Pf. But in this case, 
I@’ ,...,c(i--l,B:,~~,cli+l,...,~,} 
is a larger set than the set { ~1’). . , a,}, a contradiction. 
Therefore, Af $ P for all i. But in this case, it follows that ni Af $2 P, since 
otherwise I-Ii Af 2 ni A; c P, which contradicts the fact that P is a prime t-ideal. It 
follows that CI’ V . . . V ~1, 2 an+1 = inf h(P) and cc,+’ 2 Cli for all i. Then set 
I 
%+1 = %+l(Cln+l A (a1 v . . v %))-‘, 
CC; = Ui(Ui A CC,+‘)-‘, i = l,..., n. 
According to [ 11, Lemma 61, {a:, . . . , LX;+, } is a set of pairwise disjoint elements such 
that LYE 5 ai 5 h(g) for all i, which contradicts the maximality of the original set. 
Therefore, (2) holds. 
(2)+(3): Let _No be the set of all maximal t-ideals of G and let PG be the set 
of all prime t-ideals of G. Then it follows from [17, 2.91, that the canonical map 
G 2 G/[P] is a t-valuation for all P E p)G, where [P] is the convex subgroup of G 
generated by G, \ P. Moreover, we have nMEAAkc[M] = npE9,[P] = { 1). Hence, 
W = {we : A4 E &%fG} is a defining family for G of finite character, and since [M] is 
an o-ideal, WM is an essential t-valuation. 
(3)+(4): This was proved in [S, 3.81. 
(4)+ (1): Let h : G -+ r be a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character, i.e., there 
exists a defining family W of t-valuations for G of finite character. Let % be the set 
of canonical extensions of valuations from W onto valuations (i.e., Z-homomorphisms) 
of r. According to [8, 3.41, @ is a defining family of r of finite character. Let a E r+ 
and let I c r+ be a subset of pairwise disjoint elements such that a 2 P for all B E I. 
For /I E I u {a} we set Wp = {$ E @: +(/I) # 1). Then Wp C_ W, for all /? E I, and 
W, and Wp are finite. Assume that I is not finite. Then there exist 8, y E I$ # y, such 
that Wp = W,,. But in this case we have p A y # 1, since for + E Wp = W, we have 
G(p) A G’(y) > 1, a contradiction. Hence, r satisfies Conrad’s (F)-conditions. 0 
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In [ 181 we presented a method for constructing po-groups with a strong theory of 
quasi-divisors as special subgroups of the restricted Hahn group H(d, Z) on a root 
system A. Recall that H(A,Z) is the group 7c4) such that 
a~H(d,iZ), a>0 M a, > 0 for all a E ms(a), 
where ms(a) is the set of all maximal elements in supp(a). Recall that a partially 
ordered set A is finitely atomic if for any a E A the set {CS : o is an atom in A, o 5 E} 
is nonempty and finite. In [ 18, 3.11, we proved that if A is finitely atomic, then H(A, Z) 
is finitely atomic as well. 
Proposition 2.2. If A is finitely atomic, then H(A, Z) satisfies the Conrad’s (F)- 
conditions, 
Proof. Let a E H(A, Z), a > 0 and suppose that there exists an infinite set I in 
H(A, Z) of pairwise disjoint elements smaller than a. According to [18], H(A, Z) is 
finitely atomic, and it follows that for any bi, b2 E H(A, Z), such that bl A b2 = 0, 
bi 5 U, the sets A(bi) = { s: s is an atom in H(A, Z),s 5 bi}, i = 1,2, are finite, and 
A(bl) n A(b2) = 0. Hence, we have 
UA(b) C_{s: s is atom in H(A,Z),s 5 a}(= A), 
bcl 
and A is infinite, a contradiction. q 
In [18] we introduced a method for constructing subgroups G of H(A, Z) for which 
the inclusion map G -+ H(A, Z) is a theory of quasi-divisors. From Theorem 2.1 and 
Proposition 2.2 it follows that if A is finitely atomic, all such subgroups admit a theory 
of quasi-divisors of finite character. 
Griffin [lo] introduced the notion of an independent ring of Krull type as a ring of 
Krull type which is defined by a family of pairwise independent valuations. In [8] a 
po-group G with an independent theory of quasi-divisors was analogously introduced 
as a po-group with a theory of quasi-divisors for which there exists a defining family 
W of t-valuations such that elements of W are pairwise independent. Here we recall 
that if wi,w2 are two t-valuations of a po-group G, then wi is said to be coarser 
than w2 (WI > w2) if there exists an o-epimorphism dw,,wz such that wz = dWI,W1wL. 
It may be then proved (see [17]) that for any two t-valuations wi, w:! there exists the 
infimum w1 A w2 (with respect to this preorder relation). Then d,,, (resp., dW2,,,,) is
an o-epimorphism such that wi A w2 = dWIW2wl = dWzW,w2. Hence, d,,,, = d,,,,,,,,,. 
If W is a system of t-valuations of a po-group G and W’ G W, then a system (g,,,), E 
I-I wEr,, G, of elements is called compatible provided d,,(g,) = duw(gv) for all w,v E 
W’. W’ is said to be an independent family if for all w, v E W’ with w # v, w A v 
is the trivial t-valuation. Finally, (g,,,)wEWf is called complete if UwEW, W(gw) = W’, 
where W(gw) = {v E W: d,,(g,) # 1). 
In order to prove some characterizations of groups with an independent theory of 
quasi-divisors we first need some notations and a lemma. 
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Let W be a defining family of t-valuations of a po-group G. For a lower bounded 
subset X of G we set 
X, = {g E G: (VW E W)(3a E X) w(g) > w(a)}. 
Jaffard [14] proved that this defines an r-system of ideals of a PO-group G (the Y- 
system defined by W). Further, W is said to satisfy the approximation theorem if for 
all WI,..., w, E W and any compatible and complete system (gl,. . . ,gn), there exists 
g E G such that 
Wi(g) = gi, i = l,.. .,?Z, 
w(g) > 1, WE W\{w ,,..., w,}. 
Lemma 2.3. Let W be a dejining family of t-valuations of finite character for a 
po-group G. For w E W, set M, = {g E G: w(g) > 1). 
(1) The r-system defmed by W is the r-system. 
(2) For any t-ideal Pt of G and any g E G, 
g E Pt * (Vw E W) w(g) E (w(P)),. 
(3) If W is an independent family and satisjies the approximation theorem, then 
{M,: w E W} is the set of all maximal prime t-ideals of G. 
Proof. (1) Let X be a lower bounded subset of G and let g E X,. Then there ex- 
ists a finite subset K CX such that g E K,, and for any w E W we have w(g) E 
w(K,) ~(w(K))~ = (w(k,)), for some k, E K. Hence, w(g) 2 w(k,,,) and it follows 
that g E X,. Conversely, let g E X, and let nl E X be arbitrary. Then there exist at 
most a finite number ~2,. . . , w, E W such that 
1 = w(g) = w(al), w E W \ (w2 ,..., w,}. 
Since g E X,., for any i, 1 5 i 5 n, there exists ai E X such that wi(g) > wi(ai). It 
follows that g E (al,az,. . .,cz,,)~. Hence, the r-system X, is of finite character and it 
follows that X, c X(. 
(2) Let P be an arbitrary t-ideal of G and let g E G. If g E Pt, for all w E W we 
have w(g) E w(P,)G(w(P)),. Conversely, if w(g) E (w(P)), for all w E W, then for 
any w there exists a finite subset K, G P such that w(g) E (w(K,)), = (w(k,)), for 
some k, E K,. Hence, g E P, = PI according to (1). 
(3) It is clear that M,,, is a t-ideal. Let u,w E W, w # v. Then (1,~~) is a complete 
and compatible system for any g,,, E G,, gw > 1, and according to the approximation 
theorem there exists g E G+ such that w(g) = g,,,, v(g) = 1. Hence, M, $Z M, and 
analogously A4, $ M,,,. We show that M, is maximal. Let g E G be such that w(g) = 1. 
Then (M,,g), = G+. In fact, let v E W. If v = w, we have 1 E (u(M,), l)t. If u # w, 
then there exists a E M, \M, and 1 E (v(a),v(g))t C(v(M,),v(g)),. According to (2), 
(M,,,,g), = G+ and M, is a maximal t-ideal. Now let M be another maximal t-ideal 
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in G. According to (2) there exists w E W such that 1 $! (w(M)),, and it follows that 
M CM,. Hence, A4 = M,. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a po-group with a theory of quasi-divisors. Consider the 
following statements: 
(1) G admits an independent theory of quasi-divisors. 
(2) Any prime t-ideal of G is contained in a unique maximal t-ideal. 
Then (2) + (1). If G admits a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character, then also 
(1) implies (2). 
Proof. (2) 3 (1): Since G is a t-Priifer group, according to [17, 2.91, for any prime 
t-ideal P of G the canonical o-homomorphism wp : G + G/[P] is a t-valuation, where 
[P] is the directed subgroup generated by G+ \ P in G (i.e., a t-local o-ideal). Then 
W = {WM: A4 is maximal t-ideal of G} is a defining family for G (see [ 17, Corollary 
and 2.91). If for some different maximal t-ideals Ml,&, the t-valuations WM,, WM, are 
not independent, there exists a nontrivial t-valuation w of G such that w = WM, A WM,. 
Then according to [2, Theorem 81, w is equivalent to some t-valuation wp for some 
prime t-ideal P of G, and it follows that P &Ml n A42, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that G admits a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character and let (1) 
hold. Let W be an independent defining family of t-valuations for G of finite character. 
For any w E W, let $ be an extension of w onto a t-valuation of the Lorenzen t-group 
r = /1,(G) such that wh = w, where h : G --f r is the natural embedding. Then 
ker 3 is a prime Z-ideal of r and according to [17, 2.91, there exists a prime t-ideal 
P of G such that for the canonical t-valuation wp : G + G/[P] we have wp = cpw 
for some o-isomorphism rp. Hence, there exists a set S of prime t-ideals of G such 
that W, = {wp: P E 9) is an independent defining family of finite character for G. 
Suppose that for some P E 9, P is not a maximal t-ideal. Let M be a maximal t-ideal 
of G such that P CM. Then WM is a t-valuation of G and W’ = (W \ {wp}) U {WM} 
is an independent defining family of finite character for G. In fact, it is clear that 
W’ is a defining family for G. If there exists Q E B (Q # P) such that WM and 
wp are not independent, then there exists a nontrivial t-valuation w of G such that 
w = WM A WQ 5 WM. Since wp < WM, the valuations w and wp are comparable. If 
w > wp, then wp 5 w 5 WQ, and it follows that wp A WQ is nontrivial, a contradiction. 
If w < wp, then wp A WQ 2 w, a contradiction. Hence, W’ is independent. 
Repeating this procedure, we obtain an independent defining family of t-valua- 
tions W = {wM: M E A}, where _4’ is a set of maximal t-ideals. We show that 
in this case 4 contains all maximal t-ideals of G. In fact, let Mt be a maximal t-ideal 
of G. Since 1 $Z Mt it follows from Lemma 2.3(2) that there exists P E 9 such that 
1 # (w~(M))~. If P is maximal, we have P E &. Otherwise, there exists Q E M 
such that P & Q (this follows from the construction of w). Since wp 5 WQ, we have 
1 $Z’ (wQ(M)),. Let TQ = {g E G+: wQ(g) > 1). It is clear that TQ is a t-ideal in G and 
A4 = Ml C TQ. Since M is a maximal t-ideal, M = TQ. On the other hand, TQ = Q 
since WQ is the canonical homomorphism G + G/[Q]. It follows that M = Q E &‘. 
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Now, if there exists a prime t-ideal P of G such that P c Ml I%%& for different maximal 
prime t-ideals Mi, we have we, E W and wp 5 we, A wan, a contradiction. 0 
We now want to derive some relationships between po-groups which are defined by 
two defining families. 
Let G and G’ be po-groups, h : G -+ G’ an o-homomorphism, and let W and W’, 
respectively, be defining families of t-valuations of G and G’. Then W’ is said to be 
coarser than W (with respect to h), in symbols W’ <h W, if there exists an injective 
map cr : W’ + W such that for each w’ E W’ there exists an o-homomorphism h,, 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
In [18, Proposition 2.41, we proved that if G has a theory of quasi-divisors and H 
is an o-ideal of G, then G/H has a theory of quasi-divisors as well. Moreover, in this 
case there exists a defining family of t-valuations for G/H. In next propositions we 
want to show that there is a deeper relationship between defining families for G and 
G/H . First, the following simple proposition holds. 
Proposition 2.5. Let G and G’ be po-groups and let h : G + G’ be an o-epimorphism. 
Let W and W’ be defining families of t-valuations of G and G’, respectively, and let 
W’ be coarser than W with respect to h. Then 
(1) If W is of jinite character, then W’ is of jinite character. 
(2) If every w E W is essential on G, then every w’ E W’ is essential on G’. 
(3) If W is an independent family, then W’ is an independent family. 
Proof. Let Q : W’ -+ W be the injection from the defininiton of W’ <h W. 
(1) Let g’ E G’, g’ # 1, and let g E G be such that h(g) = g’. Then if w’(g’) # 1, 
we have a(w’)(g) # 1 and CJ induces an injection 
{w’ E w’: w’(g’) # l} ---) {‘J(W’) E w: a(w’)(g) # 1) 
2 {w E w: w(g) # 1). 
Therefore, if W is of finite character, the same property holds for W’. 
(2) Let g’ E ker w’ and let g E G be such that h(g) = g’. If w(g) > 1 then there 
exists t E ker w such that gt > 1. Since w is essential, there exists ti E ker w such 
that tl > 1 and ti 2 t. Hence, gtl 2 g and gt 2 1 and h(tl) > g’ and h(tl) 2 1, 
h(tl) E ker w. Since w’h = h&w’) is an o-epimorphism, it follows that w’ is an 
o-epimorphism as well. 
(3) This follows easily from the definition of W’ <h W 0 
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If (G,x) and (Gi, y) are partially ordered groups with r-systems, then a homomor- 
phism cp : G -+ G1 is called a (x, y)-morphism if for any lower bounded subset A C G, 
&A,) C(cp(A)), holds. 
Lemma 2.6. Let H be an o-ideal of a po-group G. Then the canonical o-homomor- 
phism cp : G --+ GfH is a (t, t)-morphism. 
Proof. Let A be a lower bounded subset of G and let x E At. Then there exists a 
finite subset K GA such that x E K1. Let a = q(a) be a lower bound of q(K) in G/H. 
Then for any k E K there exists hk E H such that a + hk 5 k. Since H is directed, 
there exists h E H such that h 5 hk for all k E K, and we obtain q(x) 2 a. Hence, 
V(X) E (cp(K))t C(M)),. 0 
Proposition 2.7. Let W be a dejining family of t-valuations of jnite character for a 
PO-group G and let H be an o-ideal of G. Then there exists a defining family W, 
of t-valuations for G/H such that W, <h W, where h : G --+ G/H is the canonical 
o-epimorphism. 
Proof. Let w E W. We set 
H, = {v: v is a t-valuation of G, H C ker v, ker w c ker v}. 
Let K be the core of X = nDEH, ker v, i.e. the convex directed subgroup gener- 
ated by the positive elements of X. Then K is an o-ideal of G, and H C K and 
ker w c K. It follows that G/K is an o-group, and according to Lemma 2.6, the canon- 
ical o-homomorphism W : G + G/K is a t-valuation. Hence, W is the greatest element 
in H,. 
Now, let w’ : G/H + G/K be the canonical o-epimorphism defined by W, i.e., 
w’h = W. Since ker w’ is directed, w’ is a t-valuation according to Lemma 2.6. Let 
WH = {w’: w E W}. Since there exists a map from W onto WH, we obtain an injection 
o : WH + W such that the diagram commutes. 
G A GIH 
a(w’ ) 1 1 
w’ 
G CT(d) -- G, - G/ker W = G,I 
Hence, WH <h W. We show that WH is a defining family for G/H. Let gH E (G/H)+. 
Since H C ker w’, we have w’(gH) > 1 for all w’ E WH. Conversely, let xH E G/H 
be such that w’(xH) > 1 for all w’ E WH. For a E H+, put W, = {w E W: w(xa) c 1). 
Since W is of finite character, W, is finite for any a, and there exists a E H+ such 
that W, is minimal in the set of all wb, b E H+, ordered by inclusion. Assume that 
W, # 0 and let w E W,. Then w(ux) < 1, and there exists a greatest convex subgroup 
A in G, such that w(ax) 6 A. Let v be the t-valuation G s G, 2 G,/A. Then v 5 w 
and v(a) < 1. Consider the only two possible cases. 
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(1) H C ker u. Since ker w s ker u, we have v E H, and v 5 W, the greatest ele- 
ment in H,. Then w’ E IV, is a t-valuation such that the following diagram commutes: 
G, - G = G - G/H 
According to the assumption, we have +(~a) = w’(xH) 2 1. Then u(ux) = 
cp(W(xu)) L 1, a contradiction. 
(2) H $ ker u. Then there exists b E H such that u(b) > 1. Assume that w(b”ax) < 
1 for all natural numbers n. Let A’ be the convex subgroup of G, generated by w(b). 
Then w(ux) @ A’, and it follows that A’ C A. Therefore, w(b) E A’ c A and u(b) = 1, a 
contradiction. Hence, there exists a natural n such that w(b”ux) > 1. We have b”a E H 
and Wbna C W, \ {w}. In fact, w $Z Wpa, and for u E Wb”a we have u(b”ax) < 1, and it 
follows that 1 2 u(b”)-’ > u(u). Hence, u E W,. It follows that W, is not minimal, a 
contradiction, Therefore, W, = 0 and xa 2 1. It follows that W, is a defining family 
for G/H. 0 
Recall that a theory of quasi-divisors h : G -+ r is called a strong theory of 
quasi-divisors (see [ 171) if 
(V’a,j E r+)(3y E Z-+) a.y E h(G),PAy = 1. 
It may be proved that any strong theory of quasi-divisors is also a theory of quasi- 
divisors. Moreover, if h is a strong theory of quasi-divisors and r is the free abelian 
group Zcp) with componentwise ordering, then h is called a strong theory of divisors 
[21]. It is well known that in this case every element of r+ is the infimum of two 
elements of h(G) (see [21, 2.21). Moreover, since the group of divisibility G(A) of 
an integral domain A admits a (strong) theory of divisors if and only if A is a Krull 
domain, it follows in this case that every finitely generated t-ideal of G(A) is generated 
by two elements. We first prove an analogous result for po-groups with a strong theory 
of quasi-divisors. 
Proposition 2.8. Let h : G -+ r be a strong theory of quasi-divisors. Then every 
finitely generated t-ideal of G is generated by two elements. 
Proof. Let (ai,. . . , a,)r s G+ and let c1 = h(at )A.. . Ah(a,). Then there exists y1 E r+ 
such that aye = h(gl) for some gi E G. Further, there exists y2 E r+ such that 
ay2 = h(g2) and yi A yz = 1. Hence, a = cc(yi ~y2) = h(gl) A h(g2), and it follows that 
(al,..., GIL = (a,g2)t. q 
If h : G ---t r is a theory of quasi-divisors of finite character, we may prove even a 
stronger version of this result. 
We first prove a simple lemma. 
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Lemma 2.9. Let W be a family of t-valuations of a po-group G and let (gi,w)w E 
I-I wEW G, be a family of compatible and complete lements for i = I,, . . , n. Let 
a, = 2 gi,w, 
i=l 
b, = inf{gi,,: i = 1,. . .,n}, 
and 
C,=SUp{gi,w:i= I,..., n}. 
Then (a,),,(b,),, and (c,), are complete and compatible families. 
Proof. For w, v E W we have 
&Jaw) = d,, = C dw&i,w) 
i 
=Cdw(gi,“)=dw (Cgi,“) =dw(aU) 
i i 
and it follows that (a,,,),,, is a compatible family. Analogous results we receive for the 
rest of families and for completeness. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Let h : G + r be a strong theory of quasi-divisors of finite charac- 
ter. Then for any finitely generated t-ideal (al ,..., a,),ofG+andanyk,l<k<m, 
there exists g E G+ such that 
(al ,...,a,), = (ak,g)r. 
Proof. Let W be a defining family of finite character for G. For w E W we set 
gw = w(al) A f.. A w(a,) 2 1. 
Since W is of finite character, WI = {w E W: gw > 1) is a finite set. Let W, = {w E 
W: w(ak) > gw}. Similarly, W2 is finite. Since the families (w(ai)),cw are compatible 
and complete for i = 1 ,.. . ,m, it follows that (gw)wEw,uw, is also compatible and 
complete by Lemma 2.9. Now, according to [17, Theorem 3.51, the set W satisfies the 
approximation theorem, and it follows that there exists g E G such that 
w(g) = gw; w E wi u w2, 
w(g) 2 1; WE W\(WilJW2). 
Hence, since W is a defining family for G, we have g E G+. Then (al,.. . ,a,), = 
(ak,g),. In fact, we have g E (al ,. . .,a,),. Conversely, let x E (al,. . .,a,), and let 
d I ak,g. Then for w E WI U W2, we have W(X) 1 w(d). If w E W \ (WI U Wz), then 
w(g) 2 1 = gw = w(ak), and it follows that w(d) = 1. Hence, w(x) 2 w(d) and we 
have x 2 d. Therefore, x E (ak,g)r. 0 
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3. Relationships between po-groups and domains 
In the theory of divisibility many relationships between domains and their po-groups 
of divisibility are well known. One of the first significant results in this direction is 
due to Skula [21] who proved that a domain is a Krull domain if and only if its group 
of divisibility admits a theory of divisors. Another result in this direction is due to 
Geroldinger and MoEkoi: [8]. They proved that a domain is a ring of Krull type if and 
only if its group of divisibility admits a quasi-divisors theory of finite character. 
In this section we describe relationships between arithmetical properties of integral 
domains and properties of their groups of divisibility. 
Griffin [lo] proved that in a completely integrally closed domain of Krull type all 
essential valuations are rank one. In this section we show that this result is of purely 
multiplicative character since it may be proved using only groups of divisibility. 
Recall that a directed po-group G is completely integrally closed if for any element 
g E G such that there exists a E G+ with ag” > 1 for all natural number n, then 
g 2 1. It is clear that a domain R is completely integrally closed if and only if its 
group of divisibility G(R) is completely integrally closed. The analogical version of 
the following proposition was proved in the monoid theory (see [6]) firstly. Although 
the monoid approach is very similar to partially group approach (see [8]), we present 
another proof of this proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let W be a defining family of t-valuations of a po-group G which 
satisjes the approximation theorem. If G is completely integrally closed then w is 
rank one for each w E W. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists w E W with rank > 1. Then there exists a 
proper convex subgroup H of G,. Let CI E H with c1< 1 and /I E G, \ H with b > 1. 
Since W satisfies the approximation theorem, there exists g E G such that 
w(g) = cc < 1, 
W’(Q) 2 1, W’E W,w’#w. 
Hence, g # G+. Using the approximation theorem, it may be easily proved that w is 
an o-epimorphism. Hence, there exists a E G + such that w(a) = p. Then we have 
w(ag”) = DC? > 1. In fact, if /301” < 1 then since o?” E H, a” < /?GI” 5 1, it follows 
that fi.a” E H, a contradiction with b $ H. Now, for w’ E W,w’ # w, we have 
w’(ag”) > w’(a) 2 1, and it follows that ag” E G+ for all natural number n. Since G 
is completely integrally closed, we obtain g > 1, a contradiction. Therefore, w E W is 
of rank one. q 
Now, let R be a domain of Krull type and let W be a defining family of essential 
valuations of finite character for R. For w E W let $ : G(R) 4 G, be the canonical 
o-homomorphism such that wwR = G’, where wR is the semivaluation associated with 
R. Since any w E W is an essential valuation, there exists an o-ideal H, in G(R) such 
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that $ is equivalent to the canonical o-epimorphism G(R) + G(R)/H,. According to 
Lemma 2.6, J? is a r-valuation. It is clear that @ = {ti: w E W} is a defining family 
of t-valuations of finite character for G(R). 
Skula [21] proved that if a po-group G is the group of divisibility of an integral 
domain R and if G admits a theory of divisors, then it admits a strong theory of 
divisors. In the monoid theory an analogical result was proved for a monoid analogy 
of partially ordered groups with quasi divisor theory in [7]. Although this monoid 
theory approach is very similar to partially groups approach (see [8]), we present this 
result directly by using partially ordered group language. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a po-group which is the group of divisibility of an integral 
domain. If G admits a theory of quasi-divisors of a finite character, it admits a strong 
theory of quasi-divisors. 
Proof. Let R be an integral domain such that G(R) = G. According to [8, 5.41, R is 
a ring of Krull type and there exists a defining family W of essential valuations of 
finite character for R. Let I? = {+: w E W} be a corresponding defining family of 
t-valuations of finite character for G. According to [lo, Theorem 91, the set W satisfies 
the approximation theorem. We show that g satisfies the approximation theorem as 
well. Let $1 , . . . ,Gn E f@ and let (gi)i E Gc;, x . . . x G,+” be a complete, compatible 
system with respect to W. Since any 6 is a t-valuation, we have +i A *j = wlr+vj 
and it follows that (gi)i is also a complete and compatible system with respect to W. 
Hence, there exists a E K (the quotient field of R) such that 
wi(a) = gi, i = 1,. . .,n, 
w(a) 2 1, w E w \ {w,...,wn). 
Therefore, the element g = WE(a) satisfies the conditions of the approximation theorem 
for @. Now, according to [17, 3.51, G admits a strong theory of quasi-divisors. 0 
Using the above two propositions, Griffin’s result [lo, Proposition 211, may be proved 
immediately. 
We could next to investigate the relationship between the so-called well-behaved 
domains (introduced by Zafrullah [23]) and the corresponding groups of divisibility. 
An integral domain R is called well behaved if for any prime t-ideal P of R, PRp is 
also a t-ideal. To show that this notion is of purely multiplicative character, we need 
to first recall some properties of t-local o-ideals (see [17]). Let H be an o-ideal of a 
directed po-group G and let cp : G + G/H be the canonical o-homomorphism. Then 
for any lower bounded subset & c G/H, we may find a lower bounded subset A c G 
such that {aH: a E A} = ~2. Then we set JcZ~, = At/H. In [17, 2.11, it is proved 
that tH is an r-system of finite character in G/H. Then H is called a t-local o-ideal 
provided that tff is a local r-system, i.e., in (G/H)+ there exists a unique maximal 
tH-ideal. In [17, Proposition 2.41, it was proved that H is a t-local o-ideal if and only 
if G+ \ H is a prime t-ideal in G. 
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We first list some further properties of the tH-system. Let %~(G,x) denote the set 
of x-local o-ideals of G containing the o-ideal T, where x is an r-system on G. Then 
X(G,x) := ~F{tl(G,x). 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a directed po-group and let H be an o-ideal of G. 
(1) tH < t in G/H, i.e. X, C X, for any lower bounded subset X of G/H. 
(2) X(G/H, t) G x(G/H, tn). 
(3) There exists a bijection cp : X(G/H, tn) -+ X&G, t) such that for any Y E 
Z(G/H,tn) the canonical isomorphism $ : (G/H)/F + G/cp(F) is a ((tn)y, t,(y))- 
isomorphism. 
Proof. (1) Let J& c G/H be a lower bounded subset in G/H, and let x E &;4,. Then 
there exists a lower bounded subset A in G such that AfH = d and ~2, = A,/H. 
Hence there exists a finite subset K CA and x E Kt such that x = xH. We show that 
x E (K/H),. In fact, let a = aH < K/H in G/H. Then for any k E K there exists 
hk E H with ahk 5 k. Since H is directed, we may find h E H such that ah 5 ahk < k, 
and it follows that n 2 ah. Therefore, x E (K/H), C ._&*. 
(2) Let F E #(G/H, t). According to [17, 2.41, the set 9 = (G/H)+ \S is a prime 
t-ideal in G/H. According to (l), 9 is a tH-ideal as well, and it follows that Y is a 
tH-local o-ideal. 
(3) The existence of a bijection cp follows from [17, 2.21. The equality l//(&ctHjF) = 
(4+%,(~, may be proved by simply computing corresponding ideals. 0 
We call a directed po-group G well behaved provided that for any t-local o-ideal H 
of G, the unique maximal tH-ideal of G/H is a t-ideal. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be an integral domain and let G = G(R) be its group of divisi- 
bility. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is well behaved. 
(2) G(R) is well behaved. 
Proof. (1) +- (2): Let H be a t-local o-ideal of G and let 9 be the unique maximal 
&ideal of G/H. According to [17, 2.11, there exists a prime t-ideal Qt of G such that 
B = QJH. Moreover, & = G+ \ H is a prime t-ideal and 9 = &4/H. Now, according 
to [8, 4.71, there exists a prime t-ideal P of R such that w(P”) = d, where w is the 
canonical semivaluation of R. Since R is well behaved, PRp is a t-ideal. But the group 
of divisibility of G(Rp) is o-isomorphic to G/H, and wp = nat w is the semivaluation 
associated with Rp. Hence, in G/H there exists a prime t-ideal Z& corresponding to 
PRp, i.e., wp(PRg ) = Ft. In this case we have wp(PR:) = d/H = Y, and it follows 
that 9’ is a prime t-ideal of G/H. 
(2) + (1): Let G be well behaved and let P be a prime t-ideal of R. Then Qt = 
w(P”) is a prime t-ideal of G and the o-ideal H generated by G+ \ Qt is t-local 
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by [17, 2.41. Since G is well behaved, Qt/H is a t-ideal, and according to [8, 4.71, 
PRp = w-‘(et/H) U (0) is a t-ideal. 0 
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